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Abstract

Resource reasoning has been at the heart of many of the successful ai

based scheduling systems � yet no attempt has been made to integrate the

best techniques from scheduling with the best techniques from ai activity

based planning� This paper presents a set of incremental algorithms which

create two separate pro�les to represent the optimistic and pessimistic use

of resources within an activity plan� These allow the planner to ensure that

there is a feasible assignment of resources available within any plan state

being considered� The paper demonstrates how these pro�les can be used to

track the usage of a variety of di�erent resource types and how they can be

used to provide detailed and relevant information when a resource constraint

con�ict is detected�
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� Introduction

Resource reasoning has been at the heart of many of the successful ai based schedul�
ing systems � yet no attempt has been made to integrate the best techniques from
scheduling with the best techniques from ai activity based planning� The reason for
wishing to reason about resources in an activity based planner is clear� One of the
prime motivations for not considering a particular course of action is that you have
insu�cient resources with which to carry it out� These resources can vary from
people� to money� to space in a car park� Resource reasoning provides a powerful
way of pruning the search space and guiding the planner towards a successful plan�

Scheduling problems have tended to be dominated by complex resource con�
tentions and relatively simple process plans whereas activity plans have tended to
have complex process options with simple resource uses� However� this view of
planning and scheduling as being two separate problems has been enforced by the
di�erent approaches of ai researchers and not by the nature of the problem itself�
Activity based planning and resource based scheduling can be viewed as opposite
ends of a continuum with the middle area being of particular interest in real world
applications� This middle area of the continuum contains problems such as�

� project management for product introduction� systems engineering� construc�
tion� process �ow for assembly� integration and veri�cation� etc�

� planning and control of supply and distribution logistics�

� mission sequencing and control of spacecraft such as Voyager and ers���

Activity based planning systems have attempted to address some of the prob�
lems in reasoning about resources � noah �	�� Nonlin� �������� and Sipe�� ����
are examples� but they have had limited success� At the same time resource based
schedulers such as opis ���� Micro�Boss �� and tosca ��� have attempted to use
more complex process plans than those used in earlier scheduling systems� Again
these attempts have met with limited success� There have also been attempts
to handle a richer model of resources primarily within a constraint management
framework such as in camps ��� ���� amps ��� 
� and empress ���� Figure � shows
how these di�ering systems can be related in the maturity of their approaches to
resource reasoning and handling process plans�

This paper describes an approach to resource reasoning which takes the idea
of a rich resource model as developed in ai based scheduling systems and presents
a series of incremental algorithms which allow such a resource model to be used
in an activity based planner framework� The techniques described in this paper
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Figure �� The Continuum of Planning and Scheduling Systems

are currently being integrated into the Resource Utilisation Manager �rum� of the
O�Plan� planner �����

O�Plan� is aimed to be relevant to the types of problems which were outlined
above� O�Plan� uses a number of Constraint Managers to maintain information
about a plan while it is being generated ����� The information can then be used
to prune search �where plans are found to be invalid as a result of propagating the
constraints managed by these managers� or to order search alternatives according
to some heuristic priority� Constraint Managers are intended to provide e�cient
support to a higher level of the planner where decisions are taken� They do not
take any decision themselves� They are intended to provide complete information
about the constraints they are managing or to respond to questions being asked of
them by the decision making level�
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� Resource Management in an Activity Planner

Resource constraint management within the O�Plan� system is carried out by a
Resource Utilisation Manager �rum�� It is the function of the rum to check on the
levels of resources being used at certain points in the plan� The rum is informed of
resources level changes in a plan by means of Resource Utilisation Entries �rue�s��
A rue can change resource levels in one of �ve di	erent ways


�� Set a resource level to be a particular value �or within a particular range�
For example� top up a fuel tank to its maximum capacity�

�� Allocate a certain amount of resource i�e� reduce the amount of resource
remaining as available from that point within the plan� Semantically� an
allocation must be paired with a subsequent deallocation�

� Deallocate a certain amount of resource back to the resource pool� i�e� in�
crease the amount of resource available from that point in the plan�

�� Consume a certain amount of resource�

�� Produce a certain amount of �new� resource�

The initial declaration of resource types �e�g� fuel� food� money� plumbers�
etc�� is accomplished by using a resource type de�nition in the O�Plan� domain
description language �Task Formalism � tf�� together with the information required
to de�ne that resource� For example�

types

fuel�loc � �port� port� port� ship��	

fuel�storage � �tank� tank� tank� tank
 tank��	

prov�type � �frozen chilled fresh�	

prov�loc � �port� port� port� port
�	

prov�storage � �warehouse� warehouse� warehouse���

resource�types

consumable�producible�by�agent

resource fuel �type fuel�loc�

�type fuel�storage�� � gallons	

consumable�producible�by�agent

resource provisions �type prov�type�

�type prov�loc�

�type prov�storage�� � kilos�





The actual usage and setting of resource levels in the plan is achieved by rue�s
which are derived from resource statements in tf action schemas� These provide
changes to resources levels i�e� increments �produces� deallocates�� decrements
�consumes� allocates� and sets�

The rum maintains resource usage pro�les that re�ect the changes of resource
levels indicated by the rues� There can be uncertainty in two dimensions
 in the
actual level of resource changes and in the time at which such a change occurs� The
rum manages resource usage pro�les in order to provide the following functionality
for the planner


� Adding a new resource utilisation into a resource pro�le
As actions are expanded in the plan new resource utilisations will need to be
added to the resource pro�le� The rum will need to constrain the resources
a	ected and monitor for resource violations�

� Modifying an existing resource utilisation entry
Existing resource entries will be modi�ed during the plan as their time and
resource windows are constrained by other activities� The rum will propagate
the e	ects of these changes through only those resource entries a	ected�

� Providing feedback when a constraint violation occurs
The rum is able to provide speci�c advice relevant to the particular prob�
lem which has arisen� By using the type of a resource to restrict the options
proposed� the rum can suggest altering the resource levels in other related
resource entries and�or modifying the time constraint of related resource en�
tries�

� Management of Resource Speci�cation and Ag�

gregate Resource Usage

Resource information in O�Plan� action schemas is used to to restrict search and to
ensure that resource usage in a plan stays within the bounds indicated� There are
two types of resource statements� One gives a speci�cation of the overall limitation
on resource usage for a schema �over the total time that the schema�s expansion can
span�� The other type of statement describes actual resource utilisation at points in
the expansion of a schema� It must be possible �within the �exibility admitted by
the actual resource utilisation statements� for a point in the range of the aggregate
of the resource utilisation statements to be within the overall resource speci�cation
given�
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�� the speci�cation of the limits on resources used within a schema and all its
possible expansions� For example� a schema to move a ship from one port
to another may specify that it may consume between ��� and ���� gallons
of fuel depending on which ship and which pair of a speci�ed set of ports is
chosen�

resource consumes �resource fuel� � �������� gallons overall�

�� the utilisation of resources on a particular action or at a particular time
point within a schema� In this example ship� receives ���� gallons of fuel
into its single fuel tank at the end of action � from tank� at port��

resource produces �resource fuel ship� tank�� � 	��� gallons

at end
of node�	�

consumes �resource fuel port� tank�� � 	��� gallons

at end
of node�	�

All resource speci�cations and utilisations are maintained as min�max pairs�
specifying the upper and lower bounds known at the time� Resource declarations
which describe resource speci�cations and utilisation statements �perhaps still only
partially speci�ed� are held in the plan being developed by O�Plan�� The current
best numerical bounds on resource utilisation statements are also converted to rue�s
which are stored in a Resource Utilisation Table �rut� with �notionally� one table
per speci�c resource available� The entries of the rut are held in ascending time
point order� The following table �Table �� is a fragment from a rut for a speci�c
fuel tank�

The entries within the rut are fully quali�ed entries and as such represent
actual resource utilisation� A schema which states that it produces ��� gallons of
fuel from port� is viewed as a speci�cation as the actual change in a resource cannot
be speci�ed relative to a port � but only for a speci�c fuel tank at a location �a
port or a ship��

No Type Resource Quantity Time Point Min Max
� � �resource fuel port� tank�� ��
�� tp� � �
� � �resource fuel port� tank�� ��
� tp� � �
 � �resource fuel port� tank�� ��
�� tp�� � �
� � �resource fuel port� tank�� ��
�� tp� � �

Table �
 Example Resource Utilisation Table
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� Optimistic and Pessimistic Resource Pro�le

Management

The algorithm used to track resource levels uses two distinct measures


�� Optimistic Resource Pro�le �orp�
This describes the maximum resource that could be available with optimistic
assumptions and is calculated from


�a� the set resource statements

�b� the minimal resource usage at the maximum time value of a time point
for an rue with negative in�uences� i�e� allocates� consumes�

�c� the maximal resource usage at the minimum time value of a time point
of an rue with positive in�uences� i�e� deallocates� produces�

For example� if action � allocates between �� and � resource units between
time � and time � then the orp normally decreases by �� at time � �unless a
set is given at the same time point��

�� Pessimistic Resource Pro�le �prp�
This describes the minimum resource that would be available with pessimistic
assumptions and is calculated from


�a� the set resource statements

�b� the maximal resource usage at the minimum time value of a time point
of an rue with negative in�uences� i�e� allocates� consumes�

�c� the minimal resource usage at the maximum time value of a time point
of an rue with positive in�uences� i�e� deallocates� produces�

For the above orp example� the prp normally decreases by � units at time
� �again unless a set is given�

By calculating the changes in anticipated resource levels at speci�ed points along
a time line� a pro�le can be generated for the orp and the prp� Using the �rst
three entries of the rut described in Table �� the following graph �Figure �� of
resource levels against time can be generated�

To generate the pro�le the rum needs to keep track of various pieces of infor�
mation and to be sensitive to the type of change which is being carried out for
each rue in the rut� The changes which the rum must deal with are the addition
of a new rue or the modi�cation of an existing rue� The information which is
maintained is as follows
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Figure �
 Optimistic and Pessimistic Pro�les of Resource Utilisation

�� Optimistic Increment �OptInc� which is de�ned as the incremental change in
the level of resource at a particular time point ignoring sets� It is calculated
from summing


�a� If the time point in question is the maximum time point of an allocates
or consumes then add in the minimum change in resource for each
record

�b� If the time point in question is the minimum time point of a deallocates
or produces then add in the maximum change in resource for each
record�

�� Pessimistic Increment �PesInc� which is de�ned as the incremental change
in the level of resource at a time point ignoring sets� It is calculated from
summing


�a� If the time point in question is the maximum time point of a deallocates
or produces then add in the minimum change in resource for each record

�b� If the time point in question is the minimum time point of an allocates
or consumes then add in the maximum change in resource for each
record�
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� A base value of prp to assist in incrementally computing the actual prp�

�� A base value of orp to assist in incrementally computing the actual orp�

�� Whether a set is involved as one of the rue�s at the time point�

�� Dependency records containing lists of rue�s a	ected by resource information
at time point�

Formulae to Maintain PRP and ORP

The base value for prp and orp and the orp and prp themselves can be calculated
for any time point using the following formulae


FORMULA � � PESSIMISTIC PROFILE�

IF one or more set entries are present THEN

IF there are over lapping sets THEN

PRP � minimum of all overlapping sets

ELSE

IF there are overlapping deallocates or produces then

base�PRP � base�PRP � the maximum resource value for all

overlapping deallocate or produce RUE�s

ELSE

base�PRP � minimum of the minimum of the set value

ENDIF

ENDIF

PRP � base�PRP

ELSE

base�PRP � PRP at a previous time point in the RUT or

� if none available

PRP � base�PRP � PesInc

ENDIF

FORMULA � � OPTIMISTIC PROFILE�

IF one or more set entries are present THEN

IF there are overlapping sets THEN

ORP � maximum of all overlapping sets

ELSE

IF there are overlapping allocates or consumes then

base�ORP � base�ORP � the maximum resource value for all

overlapping allocate or consume RUE�s
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ELSE

base�ORP � maximum of the maximum set value

ENDIF

ENDIF

ORP � base�ORP

ELSE

base�ORP � ORP at a previous time point in the RUT or

� if none available

ORP � base�ORP � OptInc

ENDIF

Example when a Resource �Set� is Involved

The above formulae will now be demonstrated on an example in which there are
positive or negative resource changes which may occur within the time range of a
set �e�g� see Figure ��
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Figure 
 Set Spanning a Resource Change

In this example the allocation of the resource will take place some time be�
tween t� and t�� and will allocate between � and � units� However� there are
two sets which may occur in parallel with this allocation� This is further com�
plicated for illustrative purposes in this example by including a deallocate� By
using the algorithms described above it is possible for the rum to construct the
PRP and ORP pro�les and to �nd that there is at least some possible allocation of
resources which is valid�
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� Detection of Resource Utilisation Failures

The failure of the addition of a rue or during propagation of rue entries represents
an attempt by the plan to use more of the resource than there is available� The
failures types which have been identi�ed so far are as follows


�� ORP less than ZEROThis failure means the even with that most optimistic
assumptions there is insu�cient resource available�

�� ORP less than PRP This failure means the resource utilisation has been
declared incorrectly within the domain description �tf� de�nitions�

The rum informs the planner of the rue which has a fault and the possible
tactics available to resolve the con�ict� These are as follows


�� increase the earliest start time of a failing action i�e� start it later�

�� alter the lastest �nish or earliest start time of possible actions which con�
tribute to the problem� This will depend on whether the actions are taking
or giving back a resource� It may make more sense to give some resource back
earlier or take a resource later �if time constraints allows� rather than reduce
your own resource utilisation�

� increase the maximum resource level available at a point by adding a set of
a particular resource� For example� if the authority can be found an extra
shift of workers or an extension to the working day may resolve the resource
problem�

The actual tactics proposed are sensitive to the resource type for the rue in�
volved�

� Summary

This paper has described a mechanism for the incremental management of opti�
mistic and pessimistic resource usage pro�les in an activity planning framework� A
rich resource model can be handled which can manage uncertainty in the time at
which resources are used and the absolute resource levels involved in any resource
level change�

The technique allows for an AI planner to check the feasibility of resource avail�
ability for plans being considered in the search for a solution� The techniques allows
for the maintenance of resource usage pro�les within which a speci�c resource al�
location should be possible�
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